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Most: WorldSSP300 riders defend themselves 
on the new Autodrom 

 
 
The round of the WorldSSP300 at the new Autodrom Most opened with Friday's free 
practice, essential to acquire data and feeling on an unknown track. In the morning session 
Bahattin Sofuoğlu obtained the ninth time in 1'48.917, while Marco Gaggi recorded the 
thirty-fourth reference in 1'50.788. Conditioned by the rain, in the second session they 
finished respectively with the second (1'55.958 Bahattin) and twentieth time (1'58.569 
Marco), slower performances than in the morning.  
 
Once familiar with the new layout, in Saturday's Superpole, Sofuoğlu took ninth on the grid 
with a time of 1'47.442. Further back, Gaggi qualified thirtieth in 1'48.895. With a great start 
in Race 1, Marco recovered fifteen positions already at the first corner. Accussing some 
problems to stay in the slipstream of the group, he gradually lost ground finishing thirty-first. 
Bahattin, on the other hand, was immediately among the leading drivers. He stayed with the 
first drivers and battled until the end, crossing the finish line in 5th place. An important test 
for our two drivers who, without having ever seen the Most Autodrom, did not suffer in 
terms of performance. 
 
The epilogue of Race 2 has unfortunately not made merit to what has already been 
demonstrated. Starting from the thirtieth position, the pilot of Fano had to settle for the 
24th final place: 
 
"Today went a little better than yesterday, but I'm still not happy because we know that our 
positions are different. I will work even harder to be at the top in the next races. I thank the 
team for their great work" Marco Gaggi. 
 
More unlucky the Turkish rider who, after a race always among the firsts, just over halfway 
through the race retired due to a broken chain: 
 
"I could have finished with a good result, but a few laps from the end the chain broke and I 
retired. I am sorry for the team who did a great job as always and I am confident for the next 
races" Bahattin Sofuoğlu. 
 
Appointment with the WorldSSP300 in Magny-Cours, 3-4-5 September. 


